
Beehive Integrator
Beehive Integrator is a 24X7 engine that transforms the data from one format to another. This processing is done based on 

defined input formats as well as output formats. It has ability to convert header based file to no-header file and can convert 

multi line records to a single line or vice-versa.

BEEHIVE INTEGRATOR
 FANTAIL-P OR

SOURCE APPLICATION

FEATURES

24x7 engine to 
transform data

from one format to
other.

Admin module to
define transformation
formats. Single input

format based on in-tray.
Single output format.

Input File Formats
Supported Fixed

Length, CSV, Custom
Separator, PDF, JSON,

XML, MTxxx, XLS

Java script based easy customization for

➢  Field data translation - e.g. converts DR/CR to D/C or 1/0

➢  Remove special characters, padding, comma from amount

➢  Number formatting, text formatting (upper case, lower case etc.)

➢  Date format changing - e.g. convert YYYYMMDD to DD-MON-YY

➢  Calculate a field value based on other field value - e.g. based on amount sign,

     identify Debit/Credit field

Duplicate file check
(Md5)

Output File Formats
Fixed Length, CSV, PDF,
JSON, XML, MTxxx, XLS,
Custom format, HTML
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➢  Conditional skipping of records

➢  Splitting of field

➢  Merging of multiple fields

➢  Part value of a field

➢  Can have complex logic to arrive at value of the field
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BEEHIVE INTEGRATOR – 

Output Data Mapping

High volume,
high throughput

processing

In-memory
processing

Parallel Engines
for File Processing

Complete Audit Trail,
persisted in the

database for later MIS
generation

DB independent

Template based
output file generation

Template based input
file parsing 

User will maintain the header and footer 

line in the desired format.

In “Body Format”, user must map the input

file field as per the required column. User

can also develop some logic to derive the

output value.

User can write logic to derive the output

file name dynamically or fixed as per

requirement.
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BEEHIVE INTEGRATOR – 

Input Data Mapping

User can maintain data format of the record that can be a multi line record or single line record.

Users do the field-level mapping of file

User can maintain the file header and footer details and do the file level validation for further processing.
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